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Abstract
Building a verified proof assistant entails implementing and mechanizing the concept of a
library, as well as adding support for standard manipulations on it. In this work we develop
such mechanism for the Nuprl proof assistant, and integrate it into the formalization of
Nuprl’s meta-theory in Coq. We formally verify that standard operations on the library
preserve its validity. This is a key property for any interactive theorem prover, since it
ensures consistency. Some unique features of Nuprl, such as the presence of undefined
abstractions, make the proof of this property nontrivial. Thus, e.g., to achieve monotonicity
the semantics of sequents had to be refined. On a broader view, this work provides a
backend for a verified version of Nuprl. We use it, in turn, to develop a tool that converts
proofs exported from the Nuprl proof assistant into proofs in the Coq formalization of
Nuprl’s meta-theory, so as to be verified.
1 Introduction
Interactive theorem provers are remarkable software systems with the aim of mechanizing formal
reasoning at the highest level of rigor. Nowadays they are playing a major role in high value
applications of formal methods such as certified programming, advanced programming language
design, cyber security, cyber physical systems, etc. But what makes a prover trustworthy? There
are many different components underlying a theorem prover that must be trusted in order for
one to trust the proofs it generates, from the logic it implements down to the hardware on which
the code runs. One such key component is the underlying library. In most main theorem provers
all the definitions, lemmas, and proofs are stored in a library which underlines the computation
system. Such digital libraries allow users to organize, share, search, and reuse their code and
knowledge, as well as manage the complexity of large implementations [4]. In this paper we
internalize the concept of the underlying library and present a formally verified backend of
Nuprl [19; 5]. Nuprl is a theorem prover that implements a dependent type theory, in the spirit
of Martin-Löf’s extensional theory [43], which is built on top of an untyped and lazy λ-calculus.
The first stage in building a formally verified theorem prover was taken in [9] where Nuprl’s
meta-theory was formalized in Coq [12; 22]. The implementation includes Nuprl’s computation
and type systems. Nuprl’s derivation rules were proven to be valid w.r.t. Allen’s PER semantics [3;
2], and the consistency of Nuprl relative to that of Coq’s was established.
In this paper we take the next step by adding support for the dependency of the computation
and type systems on the library. This is essential as Nuprl proofs contain computation steps that
can unfold user definitions, but also to ensure that standard operations on the library preserves
its validity, as we here prove. We thus formalize the concept of a library of interdependent
definitions and proofs (where definitions can refer to proofs, and proofs can refer to definitions),
and add support for standard manipulations on a library such as creating new definitions and
proofs. These operations on the library can be invoked by users through commands that can
be combined into a script. Because proofs are built in the context of a library of definitions
and lemmas, performing a δ-reduction, i.e., unfolding a definition from the library, counts as a
computation step and therefore as a proof step too. In order to be able to verify the validity
of proof steps that involve computations, we must have a formal account of what a single
computation step is. To support this, we must first extend the computation system with user
definitions, which are also called abstractions.
Given that computations, and therefore proofs, depend on the current state of the library, it
is essential to prove some preservation properties of the library. The main desired property is
that standard actions on a library (e.g. adding new definitions and new lemmas) all preserve its
validity. Nuprl has several features that pose some unique challenges in formally verifying such
properties of a digital library. In particular, the existence of proof terms (extracts) and undefined
abstractions. The main difficulty here is that in any given state of the library most terms, namely
the abstractions that have not been defined yet, do not have any operational semantics. However,
in the spirit of the open-ended nature of Nuprl [24], we do not want to syntactically forbid the use
of undefined abstractions. Moreover, they offer some advantages such as providing a natural way
to define (mutually-)recursive functions as illustrated in Sec. 3. Therefore, because undefined
abstractions are part of the computation system and may appear in other syntactic objects,
we must control their behavior semantically. Objects that mention undefined abstractions are
unstable in the sense that they can change their value once these abstractions are defined.
Therefore, the meaning of lemmas that mention undefined abstractions does not rely solely on
the current library, and hence the semantics must be extended to accommodate the evolving
behavior of undefined objects. We here address this issue by first parameterizing the semantics
of types and sequents by a library parameter, and then constraining the library parameter so
that a sequent is true only if it is true in all possible extensions of the current library (in the
spirit of Kripke’s semantics [34]).
We prove that this new semantics is a conservative generalization of the old one, in the sense
that sound rules w.r.t. the old semantics remain sound w.r.t. the new semantics. Given this
new semantics we prove the monotonicity of the system with respect to the library, i.e. that all
standard operations on the library preserve the semantics. We also prove a name-invariance
theorem, which states that renaming certain entries in the library results in the same theory
modulo that renaming. This is a critical feature of the library since in practice we often rename
definitions and lemmas in our implementations for various reasons, e.g., to use a different
convention, to avoid clashes, etc.
In addition, we build support for using this verified backend implementation as a proof
checker for Nuprl in the form of a fully automated tool that takes as input a Nuprl proof and
converts it into a proof in the Coq formalization of Nuprl, so as to be checked for validity. It
consists of two main components: an OCaml program that translates Nuprl code into Coq code;
and a Coq program that verifies the generated Coq code. The tool provides stronger guarantees
of validity as it certifies not only the correctness of the logical meta-theory, but also that of a
proof kernel for Nuprl. In addition, it can be used as a standalone tool to interactively build
Nuprl proofs within Coq, thanks to its extensible command language.
Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 surveys some of Nuprl’s key
features which are essential to the work in this paper. Sec. 3 provides a detailed account of how
user definitions are implemented and manipulated in Nuprl. In Sec. 4 we refine the semantics
of sequents in Nuprl, which enables the monotonicity and name-invariance properties of the
library. Sec. 5 describes the implementation of a library structure in Nuprl. Sec. 6 discusses
a fully automated tool, CoqPRL, that we have implemented in order to use our verified proof
assistant backend as a proof checker for the current version of Nuprl. Sec. 7 discusses related
work, and Sec. 8 concludes.
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Figure 1 Syntax (top) and operational semantics (bottom) of a subset of Nuprl
vt ∈ Type ::= Z (integer type) | t1 = t2 ∈ t (equality) | Σx:t1.t2 (sum)
| Πx:t1.t2 (product) | t1' t2 (bisimulation)
v ∈ Value ::= vt (type) | λx.t (lambda) | ? (axiom) | 〈t1, t2〉 (pair) | i (integer)
t ∈ Term ::= x (variable) | ifpair( t1 , t2, t3) (pair test) | t1 t2 (application)
| v (value) | let x, y = t1 in t2 (spread) | fix( t ) (fixpoint)
(λx.F) a 7→ F [x\a]
fix(v) 7→ v fix(v)
let x, y = 〈t1, t2〉 in F 7→ F [x\t1; y\t2]
ifpair(〈ta, tb〉, t1, t2) 7→ t1
ifpair(v, t1, t2) 7→ t2, if v is not a pair
The entire development presented in this paper has been fully formalized in Coq, and can
be accessed here: https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq. The formalization described here
amounts to more than 20K lines of Coq code, on top of the existing formalization of Nuprl in
Coq [9] (a precise count is not possible because the additions are interspersed among many files).
In addition, the tool CoqPRL described in Sec. 6 amounts to about 4.5K lines of OCaml code.
2 Background
Nuprl has a rich type theory, called Constructive Type Theory (CTT), including equality
types, a hierarchy of universes, W types, quotient types [18], set types, union and (dependent)
intersection types [33], image types [49], PER types [6], approximation and computational
equivalence types [55], and partial types [58; 20; 23]. CTT types are interpreted as Partial
Equivalence Relations (PERs) on closed terms, by Allen’s semantics [3; 2]. CTT differs from
other similar constructive type theories, such as the ones implemented by Agda [15; 1], Coq,
or Idris [16; 32], primarily because it is an extensional type theory (i.e., propositional and
definitional equality are identified [28]) with types of partial functions [58; 20; 23]. For example,
while the fixpoint fix(λx.x) diverges, it is nonetheless a member of the partial type Z, which
is the type of integers and diverging terms.1 The rich expressiveness of Nuprl renders type
checking undecidable, but in practice this is mitigated by type inference and type checking
heuristics implemented as tactics.
Nuprl’s programming language is an untyped (à la Curry), lazy λ-calculus with pairs, a
fixpoint operator, etc. Fig. 1 presents a subset of Nuprl’s syntax and small-step operational
semantics [5; 50], which will be used in this paper. A term is either (1) a variable; (2) a
value (also called a canonical form);2 or (3) a non-canonical term. A non-canonical term t has
principal arguments—marked using boxes in Fig. 1—which are terms that have to be evaluated
to canonical forms before t can be reduced further. For example the application f a, which
we often write f(a), diverges if f diverges. The bottom part of Fig. 1 presents part of Nuprl’s
small-step operational semantics. We omit the rules that reduce principal arguments such as: if
t1 7→ t2 then t1(u) 7→ t2(u). Terms of the form ifpair (another one not shown here is iflam)
are called canonical form tests, and are further explained in [55].
Nuprl’s types are interpreted as partial equivalence relations (PERs) on closed terms [3; 2;
23]. The PER semantics can be seen as an inductive-recursive definition of: (1) an inductive
1Z can be seen as the integer type of ML-like programming languages like OCaml.
2Nuprl also features exceptions [53; 54], which are omitted here because they are irrelevant to the present discussion.
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relation T1≡T2 for type equality; (2) a recursive function a≡b∈T for equality in a type. For
example, one case in the definition of T1≡T2 is as follows: (i) T1 computes to Πx1:A1.B1; (ii) T2
computes to Πx2:A2.B2; (iii) A1≡A2; and (iv) for all closed terms t1, t2 such that t1≡t2∈A1,
B1[x1\t1]≡B2[x2\t2]. We say that a term t inhabits (or realizes) a type T when t is equal to
itself in the PER interpretation of T , i.e., t≡t∈T . The PER interpretation of types entails that
an equality type of the form a = b ∈ T is true (i.e. inhabited by ?) iff a≡b∈T holds. [9; 50].
Note that an equality type can only be inhabited by the constant ?, i.e., equalities do not have
computational content as opposed to the situation in Homotopy type theory [59].
Howe [31] wrote about this PER semantics: “Because of this complexity, many of the Nuprl
rules have not been completely verified, and there is a strong barrier to extending and modifying
the theory”. This is no longer true thanks to the recent formalization of CTT in Coq [9; 50;
53]. The implementation includes: (1) Nuprl’s computation system; (2) Howe’s computational
equivalence relation, and a proof that it is a congruence; (3) a definition of the PER semantics
of CTT; (4) definitions of Nuprl’s derivation rules, and their soundness proofs w.r.t. the PER
semantics3 (5) and a proof of Nuprl’s consistency. This formalization allows for a safe and
mechanical way to verify the soundness of existing as well as new rules. This paper, in turn,
builds upon and extends this formalization.
Systems such as Coq, Agda, or Idris are only closed under computation, meaning that one
can only substitute a term for another term if they compute to the same value. Nuprl in contrast
is closed under the more general notion of Howe’s computational equivalence ∼, which was
proven to be a congruence [29]. In Nuprl, in any context, when t ∼ t′ we can rewrite the
term t into t′ without having to prove anything about types. Therefore, Howe’s computational
equivalence is commonly used to reduce expressions inside sequents by first proving that terms
are computationally equivalent and then using the fact that ∼ is a congruence.4 To enable
that, Nuprl provides the type t1' t2, which is the theoretical counterpart of the metatheoretical
relation t1 ∼ t2. In general, computing and reasoning about computations in Nuprl involves
reasoning about Howe’s computational equivalence relation (see, for example, [55] for more
details). However, as will be demonstrated in the sequel, the current definition of the relation
is not adequate to handle evolving libraries of definitions, and therefore evolving computation
systems (see Sec. 4).
3 Computing With User Definitions
User definitions in Nuprl are more general than definitions used in other theorem provers such
as Coq or HOL, since they include undefined abstractions. In accordance with refinement-based
methodologies, Nuprl supports using an abstraction before it is fully defined. The existence
of undefined abstractions offers major advantages, such as providing a ‘natural’ way to define
recursive functions. The ‘fix’ operator, e.g., can be defined using abstractions simply by
fix(f) == f(fix(f)), indicating that the term on the left of the == symbol unfolds to the
term on the right. What is more, unconstrained definitions allow for a user-friendly way to
support mutual recursion. A user can simply write down the definitions one after the other, as
in A == B (which says that A unfolds to B) followed by B == A (which says that B unfolds
to A), where B is still undefined at the time A is introduced. The unfolding of such definitions
behaves precisely as their computational semantics entails.
3See https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/RULES for a list of Nuprl’s inference rules
along with pointers to their soundness proofs.
4For example, using How’s computational computational equivalence, all streams of zeros such as fix(λx.〈0, x〉)
and fix(λx.〈0, 〈0, x〉〉) are computationally equivalent.
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User definitions in Nuprl are slightly different than those of similar systems such as Coq
because their parameters can include some information regarding their binding structures. This
is especially useful in untyped languages such as Nuprl because it provides partial information
regarding the meaning of the parameters of a definition. This is achieved using generalized
variables, which are also called second-order variables in the Nuprl literature.
Example 1. In Nuprl, a list is either a pair of an element and a list, or the constant ?, which
indicates the end of the list. The map function on lists could be defined as follows:
map(x.f [x];L) == ifpair(L, let h, t = L in 〈f [h], map(x.f [x]; t)〉, L)
The parameter L is a standard variable, i.e., a generalized variable of arity 0, while x.f [x]
indicates that f is a generalized variable of arity 1, which indicates that map’s first argument is
meant to be a function. The expression f [h] is the application of the generalized variable f to
the term h. Note that map occurs in the right-hand-side of the definition, even though it is not
yet defined (however, the system does not generate a fixpoint from this definition).
Next, we need to incorporate user definitions into the computation system. In terms of
computation, the only relevant fragment of the library is the collection of its definition entries,
which we here call a definition library. First, we parameterize Nuprl’s small step operational
semantics by a definition library. Then, we extend it with a new case that reduces abstractions
by looking up the abstraction in the definition library and then substitutes the arguments in
the term that it found in the library (we illustrate this mechanism through an example below).
To handle user definitions that make use of generalized variables5 we extend the substitution
mechanism to support generalized substitution, which we illustrate below.6
In addition to having the advantage of conveying more information about the binding
structure of abstractions, generalized variables also offers the following advantage: without
them it is sometimes necessary to instantiate definitions with functions and then β-reduce some
applications, while the same can be performed by a single generalized substitution. We next
illustrate this by describing how to reduce the following instance of map: map(x.x+ 1; [1, 2, 3]).
Retrieval. We first retrieve the generalized term, which we call T , that the abstraction maps to
in the current definition library, i.e.:
ifpair(L, let h, t = L in 〈f [h], map(x.f [x]; t)〉, L)
Substitution. The abstraction is turned into a generalized substitution (called sub) by extracting
its arguments. Formally, a generalized substitution is a list of triples each consisting of a standard
variable, f , a list of standard variables, x1, · · · , xn, and a standard term, t (intuitively, f stands
for λx1, · · · , xn.t). For the above example, we build the following generalized substitution that
essentially maps f to λx.(x+ 1) and L to [1, 2, 3].:
[(f, [x], x+ 1), (L, [], [1, 2, 3])]
Unfolding. The generalized substitution sub is then applied to the generalized term T to
generate a standard term, i.e. one with no generalized variables. For this we recurse through T ,
until we reach either f or L. When we reach the generalized variable f [h], we first apply sub to
5A generalized parameter is of the form x1, . . . , xn.X[x1; · · · ; xn], which indicates that X can be substituted by a
term that mentions the variables x1, . . . , xn. We write X for the variable X[].
6See sosub’s definition in https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/terms/sovar.v for
more details.
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the list of terms to which f is applied to: here to the singleton list [h], where h is a generalized
variable with no subterms. Since h does not occur in sub, this has the effect of building the
standard variable h from the generalized variable h. Next, we extract the pair ([x], x+ 1) from
sub. Then, we build the standard substitution [(x, h)] from the list of variables [x] (the first
element of the above pair) and the list of terms [h], and apply it to x+ 1 (the second element of
the above pair) to obtain h+ 1. The end result is:
ifpair([1, 2, 3], let h, t = [1, 2, 3] in 〈h+ 1, map(x.x+ 1; t)〉, [1, 2, 3])
4 Semantics
The generalized notion of user definitions in Nuprl, and in particular the presence of undefined
abstractions, while useful in many ways, also poses some challenges in the formal treatment
of libraries. This section describes some of these challenges and the ways in which they were
solved.
4.1 Monotonicity
Extensions by definitions is a well-known methodology that usually forms a monotonic extension
of the original logic. That is, by adding new definitions one cannot falsify already established
theorems. However, Nuprl’s definitions are more general than the ‘standard’ logical ones, or
even the ones used in other theorem provers. Because undefined abstractions are well-formed
expressions that can occur in definitions, lemmas, and proofs, one has to be careful when
adapting Nuprl’s semantics to account for user definitions, in order to avoid the undesirable
situation where adding a new definition makes a true lemma false.
The main difficulty is due to the presence of undefined abstractions, Nuprl’s computation
system, and in turn, Howe’s computational equivalence relation, are inherently non-monotonic.
The computation system is straightforwardly non-monotonic in the sense that the abstraction
foo() does not compute further if it is not defined in the current library, but can reduce further
once foo() has been defined. Howe’s computational equivalence relation is non-monotonic due to
the fact that it equates all expressions that do not compute to values, such as stuck expressions.
A stuck expression is one which is not a value but cannot be further reduced, such as 1(0).
Another example of a stuck expression, critical to the work here, is an instance of an abstraction
that is not defined in the current library. Thus, if foo() and bar() are two abstractions which
are not defined in the library lib, then they are computationally equivalent w.r.t. lib. However,
they are not computationally equivalent w.r.t. some extension of the library that defines foo()
to be, say, 0, and bar() to be, say, 1, because 0 and 1 are not computationally equivalent.
Nuprl’s main derivation rule for reasoning about computations relies on Howe’s computational
equivalence relation. For example, to prove that ((λx.x) 0) reduces to 0, we prove that the
proposition ((λx.x) 0)' 0 is true by invoking the derivation rule which says that a' b is true
if a computes to b in one computation step. As mentioned in Sec. 2, in general a type of the
form a' b is true if the metatheoretical statement a ∼ b is true. Therefore, in order to address
the above issue, one possible solution is to adapt Howe’s computational equivalence relation to
make it monotone. However, this would only establish monotonicity at the computation level,
and it is unclear whether this will propagate up to the level of the semantics of sequents and
rules. Instead, we here take a more direct approach to obtaining monotonicity by adapting the
semantics at the level of sequents to account for the dynamic process of extensions by definitions,
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and most critically, to account for the unstable nature of undefined abstractions.7
4.1.1 Old Sequent Semantics
Sequents in Nuprl are of the form h1, . . . , hn ` T bext tc. The term t is a member of the type
T , which in this context is called the extract or evidence of T . An hypothesis h is a variable
declaration of the form x : A, where x is a variable and A is a type. Such a sequent states,
among other things, that T is a type and t is a member of T . A rule is then a pair of a sequent
and a list of sequents, which we write as: (S1 ∧ · · · ∧ Sn) ⇒ S.
Extracts are programs that are computed by the system once a proof is completed using
rules such as the standard function introduction rule:
(H,x : A ` B bext bc) ⇒ (H ` Πx:A.B bext λx.bc)
This rule says that to prove Πx:A.B, it is enough to prove B assuming the extra hypothesis
x : A. Users do not have to enter extracts; those are automatically computed from the leaves of
a proof up to the root of the proof. In the above example, once the system has extracted b for
the subgoal, it generates λx.b as extract for the main goal. Once a proof is complete, Nuprl
builds an abstraction that points to the extract of the proof. A similar procedure is invoked in
systems such as Coq, where lemmas and definitions are interchangeable: once a lemma has been
established it can be used as a definition which unfolds to its extract (which in Coq is simply
the proof of the lemma).
Several equivalent definitions for the truth of sequents occur in the Nuprl literature [8; 19;
23; 33; 9].8 Since our results are invariant to the specific semantics, we do not repeat these
definitions here. Instead, we take trueSequent to be any of the possible definitions of the truth
of a sequent. The sequent semantics standardly induces the notion of validity of a rule of the
form (S1 ∧ · · · ∧ Sn) ⇒ S in the following way:
(trueSequent(S1) ∧ · · · ∧ trueSequent(Sn))→ trueSequent(S)
4.1.2 Modified Sequent Semantics
The library of Nuprl has always had an implicit impact on the semantics of sequents. This is
because the sequent semantics is build on top of the PER semantics, which is based on the
computation system. In order to unfold abstractions as part of computations, this dependency
had to be made explicit. Thus, we first adapt the semantics of types so as to also depend on a
library of definitions.
Example 2. Prior to this work, the integer type Z was interpreted by the following 4-ary INT
predicate:
INT(τ, T, T ′, φ) = T ⇓ Z ∧ T ′ ⇓ Z ∧ (∀t, t′. t φ t′ ⇐⇒ ∃i. t ⇓ i ∧ t′ ⇓ i)
This states that T and T ′ are equal types of the type system τ if they both compute to the integer
type Z (a ⇓ b denotes that a computes to b); and φ is the partial equivalence relation of the
integer type, i.e., t and t′ are equal members of Z if they both compute to some integer i. The
other type constructors were similarly interpreted by 4-ary predicates that described when two
types are equal and uniquely defined their PERs.
7See https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/per/sequents_lib.v for details.
8 All these definitions were shown to be equivalent [8, Sec. 5.1]. Our Coq formalization uses a simplified version of
Kopylov’s definition [33].
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The new 5-ary interpretation of the integer type is now parameterized by a library:
INT(lib, τ, T, T ′, φ) = T ⇓lib Z ∧ T ′ ⇓lib Z ∧ (∀t, t′. t φ t′ ⇐⇒ ∃i. t ⇓lib i ∧ t′ ⇓lib i)
where a ⇓lib b says that a reduces to b w.r.t. the definition library lib.
Consequently, we parameterize the trueSequent predicate by a library of definitions:
trueSequent(S, lib). Then, we define a predicate that captures the notion of monotonicity (i.e.
that a true lemma in some library stays true in any extension of the library) as follows:
monTrueSequent(S, lib) = ∀lib′.extends(lib′, lib)→ trueSequent(S, lib′)
where extends(lib′, lib) says that every abstraction defined in lib has the same definition in lib′.
That is, lib′ is allowed to have a larger set of abstractions than lib. The induced semantics
says that to prove that a sequent is valid, we now have to prove that it is valid in all possible
extensions of the library.9
Accordingly, the semantics of a rule R = (S1 ∧ · · · ∧ Sn) ⇒ S at a given library lib is
naturally generalized from:
trueRule(R, lib) = (trueSequent(S1, lib) ∧ · · · ∧ trueSequent(Sn, lib))→ trueSequent(S, lib)
to the following:
monTrueRule(R, lib) =
(monTrueSequent(S1, lib) ∧ · · · ∧ monTrueSequent(Sn, lib))→ monTrueSequent(S, lib)
This semantics states that Nuprl’s rules are immune to the system’s open-ended nature [30].
It is straightforward to prove that:
Theorem 1 (Conservativity of the new semantics).
(∀lib. trueRule(R, lib))⇒ (∀lib. monTrueRule(R, lib))
Using this result, it is then straightforward to transition the soundness proof of Nuprl to the
new monotonic semantics.10 This shows that properties about the current state of a library that
were ever used in Nuprl proofs are always preserved under extensions of the library. The fact
that none of the rules had to be changed in order to comply with the new semantics provides
further evidence for the adequacy of the modified semantics, which, in turn, enables us to prove
the monotonicity property.
Theorem 2 (Monotonicity).
∀lib, S. monTrueSequent(S, lib)→ ∀lib′.extends(lib′, lib)→ monTrueSequent(S, lib′)
9See sequent true ext lib’s definition in https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/per/
sequents_lib.v.
10See https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/rules/rules_mon.v for pointers to the
rules that we have proved correct w.r.t. the new monotonic semantics. If the statement of a rule does not mention the
library then we can straightforwardly use Thm. 1 to transition the proof of its validity to the new semantics. This
was true for all the rules we have included so far in our verified checker, except one: the rule to unfold abstractions
(see https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/rules/rules_unfold.v), which mentions the
library in the statement of the rule itself. In that single case, we had to reprove the validity of the rules according to the new
semantics. Also, see https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/per/weak_consistency.v
for a proof that False cannot be proved using this new semantics.
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according to which all standard actions on the library (see Sec. 5) preserve its validity.
It should be noted that while we chose to modify the semantics at the level of sequents
rather than Howe’s computational equality, this change to the semantics also percolates down
to reasoning about computations. It constrains the theory in such a way that we can only
prove that two undefined abstractions are computationally equal if they are syntactically equal.
This is because two undefined abstractions could always be defined differently in two different
extensions of the library.
Remark 1. The main focus of this work is to allow building up a library of knowledge with the
guarantee of preserving validity. Nonetheless, another key property of libraries is conservativity,
i.e. that adding new definitions does not increase the provability power over the original library.
The presence of undefined abstractions again makes this non-trivial because an abstraction that
occurs undefined in a given library can be defined in an extension of that library, thus permitting
new results concerning the previously undefined object. Consider the following: Let lib be a
library containing the sole definition: foo() == bar(). Clearly, under lib, one cannot prove
foo() = 4 ∈ Z. However, extending the library by adding the definition: bar() == 4 enables us
to prove foo() = 4 ∈ Z. While the example above shows that general extensions by definitions
are not conservative, it also hints that the source of non-conservativity is the ability to define
an undefined abstraction. If all abstractions are fully ‘covered’ by the original library, then any
extension of the library is conservative. Formally establishing this requires further development,
such as formalizing notions of a library covering a sequent and dealing with cyclic definitions,
and is so left for further work.
As part of the formal treatment of libraries and undefined abstractions, another key property
is name-invariance. By this we mean that renaming some entries in a library results in the same
theory modulo the same renaming. This property is essential in any programming or logical
paradigm, for example, to allow users to change the names of their definitions and lemmas at any
time. In that respect, nominal logic has recently been explored as a convenient framework for
handling names [26; 52; 51]. To support renaming, we have implemented a renaming operation, r,
which is similar to the name-swapping operation in nominal logic. It is straightforward to prove
that this renaming operator preserves operations on terms, such as computing the free-variables
of a term, or the substitution operation. Formally, we show that Nuprl is name-invariant by
proving the following.11
Theorem 3 (name-invariance).
∀r : Renaming. monTrueSequent(S, lib)→ monTrueSequent(r(S), r(lib))
5 Library
Thus far we only considered definition libraries, i.e., libraries whose entries are abstractions. We
next provide a more general notion of a library that also contains facts. This section provides
an overview of the main concepts and methods of the formal implementation. For the full
formalization see: https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/rules/proof_with_lib_
non_dep.v.
11See https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/rules/name_invariance.v for details.
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5.1 Generalized Libraries
A rigid library is a list of definitions and proofs. A proof entry consists of a proof name name
(simply a string in the implementation), and a Nuprl proof prf .
Proofs are inductively defined as trees of instances of proof rules, called proof steps (essentially
proof rule names). In the inductive definition of the type of proof steps each proof rule has a
constructor. For example, the constructor ‘proof step hypothesis’ takes a variable x as argument,
and is used to prove a sequent of the form G, x : A, J ` A bext xc. The ‘proof step lemma’
constructor differs from the other ones because it does not refer to any specific proof rule.
Instead it takes a lemma name as argument, and is used to build a proof from one stored in the
current library by referring to the name of the proof.
As a part of our formal treatment of a library, we also implement the concept of a soft
library, which is a rigid library augmented by a list of incomplete proofs. Digital libraries often
contain incomplete information, and soft libraries are intended to capture such natural behavior
of libraries. As opposed to rigid libraries which contain knowledge that cannot be changed,
a soft library contains incomplete and evolving knowledge. We sometimes simply call a soft
library, a library. As opposed to a proof tree of a fact, an incomplete proof, which we also
call a pre-proof, might have holes, i.e., leaves for which no proof tree has been provided yet.
Pre-proofs are defined similarly to complete proofs except that (1) sequents, which we call
pre-sequents in this context, do not contain extracts—extracts are built only once a proof is
complete; and (2) the pre-proof type has an additional constructor for a hole in a proof, which
allows one to make a proof hole that can later be filled with another pre-proof, and eventually
with an actual complete proof. It is then straightforward to define a partial function that turns
incomplete proofs into complete ones whenever possible, i.e., whenever the incomplete proof
does not contain further holes.
5.2 Script
A script is a sequence of standard operations on the library. We have implemented support for
writing scripts instead of directly writing (pre-)proof trees and definition entries. Formally, a
script is a list of commands of the following types (the script language can be of course extended
to support additional operations):
• Adding a new definition. (Note that redefining abstractions is prohibited.)
• Starting a new proof.
• Updating an incomplete proof at a given address in the tree. If the address points to
a hole, then the hole is updated according to the proof step, i.e., replaced by the rule
instance corresponding to the proof step.
• Completing a proof by: (1) verifying that there are no more holes in it, (2) building its
extract, and (3) committing the proof to the library, i.e., moving it to the rigid part.
• Renaming a user definition throughout the library.
Each command produces an updated library and a list of messages, that among other
things report whether or not the command succeeded. We also use those messages to output
useful information such as the collection of all the holes in a proof, which is convenient when
interactively building proofs.
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5.3 Extracts
As mentioned in Sec. 4.1.1, Nuprl provides a way to extract programs from proof trees, such
that if p is a proof that T is true, then the extract e extracted from p is guaranteed to be a
member of T . This allows us to build an abstraction in the library for each proven lemma that
unfolds to the extract of the proof. The abstraction’s name is simply the name of the proof.
When building the extract of a proof p, if we reach a leaf that corresponds to an already proven
lemma p′, which is stored in the current library, we simply return the corresponding abstraction
that unfolds to the extract of p′.
5.4 Validity
A rigid library is called valid if all its entries are valid w.r.t. previous entries. The validity
predicate on rigid libraries is recursively defined so that the empty rigid library is valid, and
an extension by a new entry is valid only when the entry itself is valid w.r.t. the proof context
that consists of the rest of the library. A definition entry is valid w.r.t. a proof context if it does
not shadow, i.e. does not redefine, any definition from its context. A proof entry is valid w.r.t.
a proof context essentially if: (a) its name does not shadow any definition from its context (a
proof is considered as a definition that points to the extract of the proof); (b) it is well-formed,
i.e. each of its nodes corresponds to an instance of a valid proof rule, most notably nodes that
refer to other proofs have to refer to proofs that are in the context (in which case our Coq
formalization guarantees that the root sequent of the proof is true according to Allen’s PER
semantics). A soft library is called valid if its rigid part is valid, and its incomplete part is
valid w.r.t. the rigid part. The validity predicate on soft libraries is defined similarly, with the
difference that holes are considered as valid proof steps.
Using the monotonicity property described in Sec. 4.1, we have proven that all the actions of
a script preserve the validity of the library to which they are applied. Given that the empty
library is clearly valid, this entails that any application of a script results in a valid library.
Consequently, our formalization can produce certificates of validity for libraries constructed in
this manner.
6 Proof Checker
Now that the formal treatment of libraries provides us with the guarantee that standard
operations on the library preserve its validity, the next step is to provide a convenient frontend
user interface to this backend implementation in order to make this verified version of Nuprl
usable. This could either be done by building a new interface to our formalization, or it could
be done by using the current version of Nuprl as the frontend.
Regarding the first approach, in addition to building a convenient visual interface, one needs
to at least provide support for tactics. This is left for future work. However https://github.
com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/rules/proof_with_lib_non_dep_example1.v illustrates how
our verified theorem prover backend can be used to conduct simple proofs. To this end, in
addition to features to extend a library, our formalization supports commands to interactively
build proofs, that can display parts of an incomplete proof. In addition, all our commands
output a trace of messages that explain whether or not the commands were successfully applied.
Understanding why a proof step was not valid is extremely useful to interactively build proofs.
We next focus on the second approach by building a tool that uses the Coq formalization of
Nuprl’s meta-theory to automatically check Nuprl proofs.
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Figure 2: CoqPRL’s architecture
6.1 The CoqPRL Tool
This section presents CoqPRL, a tool that converts proofs exported from the Nuprl proof assistant
into proofs in the Coq formalization of Nuprl’s meta-theory, so as to be verified. Note that
CoqPRL could also be used in the aforementioned first approach as a way to transfer the vast
amount of knowledge that has been accumulated over the years in Nuprl into this new verified
theorem prover. This, on its own, seems to be a worthy large scale project for future work.
We next describe the internals of this proof checker.12 Those are also illustrated in Figure 2,
where we use yellow for the non-certified components (i.e. those that have to be trusted), and
green for the certified ones. Given an entry extracted from Nuprl’s library, the following steps
are taken:
XML-like file. The Nuprl system provides functionalities to export proofs (i.e. entries in
the library) to an XML-like format. This is done by first automatically computing all the
dependencies of the entry (definitions, proof trees, and proof rules), and exporting those in an
XML-like file, which our tool can parse.
Internal representation. Next, we have written an OCaml program that automatically turns the
XML-like code into an internal representation, essentially an interleaving list of Nuprl definitions
and proof trees. This internal structure facilitates extracting the various parts composing
definitions and proofs.
Script. Given an internal representation, CoqPRL then converts it into a script as described in
Sec. 5.2. One advantage of using scripts is that they are more compact and thus smaller to store
than proof trees.
Verified backend. Finally, scripts are evaluated by our Coq formalization in order to build the
corresponding proof within the Coq framework, by applying each command one at a time, and
updating the library accordingly, producing validity certificates on demand.
6.2 An Illustrative Example
We now provide an example of a library automatically generated using CoqPRL. The code
presented here is an exert of the code generated by our tool when given as input a Nuprl proof
that True (defined in Nuprl as 0 =Z 0) is a type. See https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/
12See https://github.com/vrahli/NuprlInCoq/blob/master/nuprl_checker/README.md for further
details.
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blob/master/nuprl_checker/README.md for an explanation on how to generate the code presented
in this section. We chose this example because, while it is a simple assertion, proving it relies
on different features of Nuprl, most notably: it uses abstractions that need to be unfolded as
well as auxiliary lemmas. In the code excerpts presented in the sequel, generated using CoqPRL,
keywords are highlighted in red, constructors in maroon, definitions in green, inductive types in
blue and variables in purple.
Our tool is set up to generate an alternating list of abstractions and proofs. It starts by
generating an empty library.
Definition vlib0 : ValidUpdRes := initValidUpdRes.
Definition lib0 : SoftLibrary := initSoftLibrary.
where a ValidUpdRes is a triple of (1) a soft library, (2) a list of messages, and (3) a certificate
of the validity of the library; lib0 is the initial empty library; and vlib0 is lib0 accompanied by a
proof that it is valid.
Then it generates scripts (omitted here) to produce a library containing the definitions and
auxiliary lemmas used in the proof that True is a type. Next, it outputs scripts to produce the
definition of True and the proof that it is a type:
Definition abstractions3 : commands :=
[ COM add def (MkAbstraction (Build opabs "true" [] []) . . . ) ].
Definition proof3 : commands :=
[ COM start proof "true wf" . . . ,
. . . , COM update proof "true wf" [1,1,1] (proof step cequiv computation aeq 1),
. . . , COM end proof "true wf" . . . ].
Definition cmds3 : commands := abstractions3 ++ proof3.
The list of commands abstractions3 contains a single abstraction called "true", which defines
True as 0 =Z 0. The list of commands proof3 contains a command to start a new proof called
"true wf", then commands to updates this pre-proof, and finally a command to complete the
proof.
Finally, we create the new library lib3 by updating the previous library using the commands
in abstractions3 and proofs3. The “certified” library vlib3 is composed of (1) the library lib3;
(2) a proof that it is valid; and (3) a list of messages that indicates here that all commands
succeeded.
Definition vlib3 : ValidUpdRes := update list with validity vlib2 cmds3.
Definition lib3 : SoftLibrary := valid upd res state vlib3.
Evaluating this code and producing such validity proofs makes use of a large part of our 290K
LOC formalization. For example, proving the validity of the proof makes use of the proofs that
Nuprl’s proof rules are valid, which relies on the interpretation of Nuprl’s types as PERs on
closed terms, which in turn relies on Nuprl’s computation system. Also proof steps such as
proof step cequiv computation aeq—which is used to prove that two terms are computationally
equivalent [29]—rely on the fact that Nuprl’s operational semantics is defined as an executable
function.
6.3 Extensions
The examples we have explored demonstrate that this automation is feasible, but it remains to
develop the mechanism in general since not all of Nuprl’s rules are currently supported. There
are 262 rules in Nuprl’s underlying type theory, and to date 162 of them (which support the core
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type theory) have been formally verified in the Coq formalization. Our tool currently supports
36 of those rules. Nonetheless, our tool is designed to be easily extensible to support additional
proof rules. Thus, while tedious, adding support for a new proof rule does not require modifying
any of the rest of our 290K LOC formalization. One simply needs to:
1. prove the validity of the rule;
2. add a new constructor to the type of proof steps;
3. express what it means for such a proof step to be well-formed;
4. define how to build an extract for such a proof step;
5. and define how to apply such a proof step in a proof (which in turn ensures that the proof
step is well-formed).
It should be noted that to the best of our knowledge, nothing will prevent adding support for the
remaining verified and not yet verified rules. Although performance issues should be addressed,
preliminary results already indicate that our tool performs reasonably well. For example, the
largest example we considered contains 4 abstractions and 355 proof steps13. It takes about
15 seconds on a i7-5600U laptop to check the proof in Coq, and about 19 seconds to check the
proof and produce a certificate that it is valid. Therefore, we plan to explore ways of improving
the running time, e.g. by extracting the Coq code to OCaml.
7 Related Work
While to the best of our knowledge our formalization is the first to provide a usable formally
verified theorem prover backend for a dependent type theory, several other logical/programming
systems have been implemented and verified using proof assistants. Below we discuss some of
these systems.
Coq. Barras [10] formalized Werner’s [60] set theoretic semantics for a fragment of Coq, which
includes the Peano numbers but excludes all other inductive types, in Coq. Werner’s semantics
assumes the existence of inaccessible cardinals to give denotations to the predicative universes
of Coq as sets. In previous work by Barras [11], a deep embedding of a fragment of Coq that
excludes universes and inductive types was provided, thereby obtaining a certified typechecker
for this fragment. More recently, Anand et al. developed a reifer for Coq terms that can be
used to build general purpose plugins, that can be proved correct in Coq, and that can be run
efficiently after extraction [7]. In addition, this tool could potentially be used to prove the
correctness of Coq in Coq.
HOL Light. In [27] Harrison verified: (1) a weaker version of HOL Light’s kernel (with no axiom
of infinity) in HOL Light, which is a proof assistant based on classical logic; and (2) HOL Light
in a stronger variant of HOL Light obtained by the addition of an axiom that provides a larger
universe of sets.
CakeML. Myreen et al. extended the above-mentioned work to build a verified implementation
of HOL Light [48; 35; 36] using their verified ML-like programming language – CakeML [37].
CakeML is fully verified in HOL4 down to machine code. In [35] HOL’s principles for defining
new types and new constants were validated for both a stateless version of HOL, and a stateful
13To handle larger examples, we will have to add support for more rules using the process described above, which we
plan to do over time.
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version. The latter was proven correct by translating it into the former. In [36], the correctness
of a stateful implementation was directly verified, where sequents depend on a separate “theory”.
A version of monotonicity for theories was proven, which essentially followed from the fact
that they do not allow redefinitions. In this work, in contrast, to obtain monotonicity we had
to account for a restricted form of redefinitions, specifically that of instantiating a previously
undefined abstraction.
HOL. In [40], the authored improved on previous works [39; 38] and resolved an open problem
by establishing conservativity and meta-safety for HOL and HOL based provers over initial
HOL. One challenge there was to deal with the intricate interplay between constant and type
definitions. In Nuprl there is no notion of extension by type definition, as those are all a part of
the initial system (since Nuprl provides a uniform subset type constructor). Moreover, Nuprl’s
constant definitions slightly differ from that of HOL due to their open-ended nature. Nonetheless,
fully formalizing conservativity and meta-safety for constant definitions in Nuprl is, as noted,
left for future work.
Milawa. Myreen and Davis formally proved the soundness of the Milawa theorem prover [47] (an
ACL2-like theorem prover) which runs on top of their verified Lisp runtime called Jitawa [46].
Buisse and Dybjer. In [17] a categorical model of an intensional Martin-Löf type theory was
partially formalized in Agda. As far as we know, this formalization has not led to a verified
theorem prover implementation.
KeYmaera X. The core of the KeYmaera X theorem prover [25] was verified in both Coq
and Isabelle in [13]. They verified existing pen-and-paper formalizations and extended the
meta-theory to include features used in practice. Moreover, based on these formalizations,
they developed verified prover kernels inside those two provers, and left generating verified
standalone kernel for future work. More recently, relying on both CakeML and the Isabelle
formalization presented in [13], Bohrer et al. introduced VeriPhy, which is a verified pipeline
that automatically generates verified controller executables from models that have been verified
safe using KeYmaera X [14].
First-order logic. From a formal proof of completeness of first-order logic in Isabelle/HOL,
Ridge and Margetson derived an algorithm that can be used to test the validity of formulas [57].
8 Future Work
In this paper we implemented the notion of a library, and incorporated it into the formalization
of Nuprl in Coq. Nuprl’s semantics has been adapted in order to validate the monotonicity of
the library, which then allowed us to prove that defining an undefined abstraction preserves the
validity of the library We also added support to build up libraries by adding new definitions and
proving lemmas. This resulted in a verified backend of (a variant of) Nuprl. Finally, we showed
how to use this backend as a proof checker for proofs generated by Nuprl.
An overarching goal of this line of work is turning this verified variant of Nuprl into a full
fledged theorem prover. This requires extending the Coq implementation in order to handle all
of Nuprl (currently it only supports a portion of it).
Another line of work initiated in this paper, but is yet far from completion, is to formalize
and verify other desired library properties such as the ones put forward by Allen et al. in their
vision for the behavior of formal libraries [4; 42].
Further work is required in order to turn Nuprl into a completely open-ended system, by
allowing for the addition of new computation rules to a library. Currently we have the ability to
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add new terms by defining undefined abstractions, and new proofs. We would like to also be
able to add new primitive terms together with their corresponding computation rules.
Abstractions play an important role in the construction of large-scale software and appear
in many programming languages. The formal treatment of libraries and systems that can
manipulate undefined abstractions presented here opens the door for investigation of several
standard programming paradigms, which is left for further study. This includes: incremental
programming [21], design-by-contract programming [44; 45; 41] and parametricity [56].
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